Abstract-In this paper, a high resolution array processing is presented in the context of ocean acoustic tomography for separating raypaths in the DOA-temporal domain. It is a com bination of the active large band MUSIC (MUSICAL) with spatio-frequency smoothing processing method. The processing is applied on synthetic data. Compared with the conventional beamforming, this algorithm largely improves the separation performances and presents less artifacts.
I. IN TRODUCTION
In the ocean, acoustic tomography is used to image the sound speed variations. In an oceanic medium modellized by waveguide, a common way to proceed is to take advantage of the multi-path properties of the wavefield [1] . Each path is characterized by the travel time of its associated acoustic ray. Physical models (ray theory, sensitivity kernel) establish a link between this travel time and the sound speed along the corresponding path. Using as many paths as possible allows to estimate the sound speed distribution over a larger part of the waveguide.
Specifically, travel time and other measurable acoustic pa rameters are function of temperature, water velocity, and other parameters of oceanographics interest and can be interpreted to provide information about the intervening ocean using inverse methods. Signals can be transmitted over distances of many thousands of kilometers, because the ocean is virtually transparent to low-frequency sound.
By taking advantage of these two facts, a practical system of transmitters and receivers is possible to interpret the behavior of the oceans. In our work, a wideband signal is propagated between a source and an uniform vertical array. Compared with the configuration of a single hydrophone receiver, a vertical receiver array will provide two significant benefits at the cost of somewhat increased receiver complexity: 1) vertical receiving arrays improve the SNR; 2) vertical arrays enable the separation of some arrivals that are not resolved in the time domain using the arrival angles, which also assists in ray identification.
In the recorded acoustic field, each arrival corresponds to a raypath. Our goal is to separate these arrivals to estimate their arrival times. Unfortunately, the multi-path properties of the wavefield which should help to improve the quality of tomography also produces interfering waves in both time and frequency domain. Therefore, ray identification and arrival time estimation cannot be realized without using a specific signal processing. Thus, raypath separation is needed in ocean acoustic tomography technology.
As a classical method, Beamforming has been used to separate raypaths. Although advantages of using beamforrning on a received array have also been presented in [1] , its major drawback is the limited resolving ability. If the number of separated raypaths is too small, there will be less possibilities to get satisfying tomography results. Recently, a tomography method has been developed using double beamforrning to separate the different paths and extract more observables. Because of using the principle of reciprocity, beamforrning is applied twice to a configation of array-array. Once is in the vectical array of emission and the other in reception. Thanks to 2D processing, the method has improved the conventional beamforming performances [2] . However, it is still confronted to the main beamforming drawback: the low resolution per formances. As a first step of improvement, we propose a high resolution processing for ocean acoustic tomography, which combine MUSICAL algorithm [3] , spatio-frequency smoothing [4] . Its resolution performances are compared to those of conventional beamforming processing on synthetic data.
In this paper, we first present the high resolution spatio temporal analysis method, then we apply it to synthetic data and study its performance.
II. HIGH RESOLUTION SPATIO-TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
High resolution methods built from MUSIC algorithm have been developed in order to separate spatially close raypaths. They are based on a multi-path propagation model and take advantage of the statistical properties of the received signal. Then certain parameters, for example, the angle of reception or arrival time, are estimated by maximizing or minimizing a function [7] .
High resolution methods require an accurate modeling of the received signals on the antenna (plane waves, uncorrelated arrivals, .. . ). First,these methods were designed for passive antennas with the accumption that there is no information on the temporal shape of the received signal. The signal is as sumed to be random and stationary . The method of analysing narrowband signals is the easiest case. By taking into account spectral range of the signal, the narrow band methods have been extended to wideband signals. But either by a frequency analysis [6] or temporal [5 ] of the signal, these methods still consider signals as wideband random ones and therefore do not provide information on frequency characteristics (am plitude and phase spectrum) or time (waveform) signal. By taking advantage of the frequency characteristics, Gounon and Bozinoski [3] proposes an active wideband MUSIC algorithm using multiple realizations and it lies in the assumption of decorrelated soures. However, in practical cases, it is difficult to obtain multi-realizations for a certain random process and the arrivals are frequently correlated.
We present a high resolution DOA-temporal analysis method to jointly estimate direction and arrival time. The experimental set up is composed by an active source and a vertical array in reception. We thus use MUSIC algorithm with an a priori information on the wideband emitted signal (MUSICAL [3] ). In this experiment, a single realization is considered, that is why spatial and frequency smoothing are applied as pre-processing. The algorithm is described in the following sections.
The algorithm is described in the following sections:
The model is built on an acoustic field composed of P rays arriving on an active vertical antenna of M sensors. The temporal signal received on the m th sensor is modelized as:
With:
• xm(t): received signal on the m th sensor.
• e(t): signal emitted by the source.
• a p : amplitude of the p th raypath on the m th sensor.
• b m ( t): additive noise received at the m th sensor.
In frequency domain, (1) is written as:
The arrival time Tm,p can be expressed as follows:
Where Tp represents the arrival time of the p th raypath on the reference sensor, tm (()p) is the delay between the reference sensor and the m th sensor. tm(()p) is function of ()p, which is the arrival direction of raypath on the antenna.
In (2), the term e(v) is the deterministic amplitude of the emitted signal at the frequency v. The amplitude of each raypath, ap, are considered random and decorrelated. As it is not the case for a single realization experiment, the smoothing pre-processing ensures these properties.
In order to separate the deterministic terms from the ran dom ones, by using several frequency channels of the signal equation, (2) can be writen as a matrix form: 
. ,a p ]+ is a vector of dimension P.
• H [hI, h 2 , ... , h p ]+ puts together the terms e-2i 1l"Vi T ",p caracterizing the transfer functions between the source and the sensors.
• hp = [e(Vi)e -2i 7rVi Tip , ... , e(VF )e -2i 1l"VFTMP ]+ the term e(v i ) characterizing the signal emitted by the source.
• + meaning transposed Let us consider r, the covariance matrix of the received data: It can be decomposed in a single way using EVD as
where 1\ = diag( AI, ... , A M ) are the eigenvalues and U is a unitary (M x F) by (M x F) matrix whose columns are the orthonormal eigenvectors /-tl , ... , /-tM of r. The eigenvalues Ai correspond to the energy of the data associated with the eigenvalue /-ti . They are arranged as follows:
2) Projection onto the noise subspace: Based on the above eigendecomposition, the signal subspace is spanned by the first P eigenvectors of r, and its complementary, the noise sub space is spanned by the orthogonal M F -P last eigenvectors.
The orthogonal projection onto the noise subspace is estimated as: MF I'n = E J.LkJ.Lk * k=P + 1 (9) Finally, the HR algorithm consists in maximizing the fol lowing function: 
C. Estimation of interspectral matrix
MUSICAL could get effective separation with the assump tion of multi-realizations and decorrelated rays. This assump tion implies that the rank of the interspectral matrix must be at least equal to P. In this experiment, considering a single realization and correlated arrivals leads to rank deficiency. The rank of interspectral matrix is 1 (singular matrix). To increase this rank, spatial and frequency smoothing techniques can be used.
In the practical case, the mathematical expectation operators E is replaced by averaging operators, like spatial or frequecy smoothings or both of them [8] [9] [10] . Their purpose is to reduce the influence of the terms corresponding to the interactions of the different arrivals. Generally, there exsit three types average methods: 1) spatial smoothing; 2) frequency smoothing; 3) ensemble average.
The spatial smoothing is operated by averaging several spatial subbands. In order to have several identical array, which will be used to estimate spectral matrices, the uniform linear array with M sensors is divided into overlapping subarrays.
These sub arrays are supposed to be linear and uniform. With the assumption, which is that the wave does not vary rapidly over the number of sensors used in the average, especially, without amplitude fluctuations. It has proven that if the number of subarrays is greater than or equal to the number of raypaths, then the spectral matrix is nonsingular. If we set the smoothing order as K s, the size of each sub array will be M -2K s and the number of sub array is 2K s + 1.
Depending on operating in the time or frequency domain, frequency smoothing methods are divided into two types: 1) weighting the correlation matrix; 2) averaging frequential subbands. Besides, the frequency average requires a rough pre lignment of the waves. By considering a frequential smoothing of Kf order, 2Ks + 1 frequential subbands of size M -2Kf is obtained.
Making a strong smoothing either in distance or in fre quency may introduce significant bias in the estimation of the matrix. To solve this problem, Paulus [4] combines the two types of smoothings. ( Ks, K f respectively denotes the spatial and frequency smoothing factor).
From the single available observation �, it is possible to generate a set of (2Ks + 1) spatially offset recurrences � k s' These 2Ks + 1 recurrences are then shifted frequentially to obtain K = (2Ks + 1)(2Kf + 1) recurrences � k " , k f ' Finally, we can estimate the wideband interspectral matrix by the following formula:
The rank of the spectral matrix thus estimated is equal to K. To achieve effective separation of raypaths and noise, it is necessary to select K greater than P.
III. SIMULATIONS A. Configuration
We illustrate the method presented previously on a set of synthetic data obtained with a parabolic equation algorithm. In this experiment, we use one source and a vertical antenna of 61 receivers. The source is fixed at 40.5 m under the ocean. The 61 receivers are regularly spaced in the water column between 30 m and 60 m. We choose the 31th sensors as the reference one. The distance between the source and the reference sensor is 2 km. The configuration is shown by fig. 1 . The sampling frequency and central frequency of the emitted signal are respectively 10400 Hz and 1000 Hz. Rays propagate between the source and a reference receiver of the receiving antenna. All rays are recorded on the receiving antenna for a given source. In order to illustrate the performance of our method, we take conventionnal beamforming [11] as a comparative method. Thus, both methods are applied to synthetic data. Fig. 2 showns us the received signals on the antenna in a plan of reception depths-time. Both methods identify the raypaths in a plan of reception angle and propagation time. Separation results are presented using conventionnal beamforming (Fig.  3 and 5 ) and the proposed processing (Fig. 4 and 6) .
Each of the visible spots in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 corresponds to the arrival of a ray, with its propagation time and the angle of reception. Liking the common advantage of high resolution methods [12] [1 3], the proposed algorithm performes a stronger ability of separation. More preciser resluts is obtaind (Fig. 4) .
In particular, it can be seen on figures 5 and 6, the proposed processing manages to separate the first two raypaths, with the value of arrival time and the angle of reception respectively (T,O) = (1.335, -3.4°) and (T,O) = (1.334,0°). But in that case, beamforming presents us only one mixed spot.
Moreover, it can be seen on figures 3 and 4 that the proposed processing produces less artifact than conventional bearnforming. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a high resolution processing combining active large band MUSIC and spatio-frequency smoothing, and apply it in ocean acoustic tomography to separate raypaths. Com pared with bearnforming, the proposed processing gets a better detection of the number of raypaths with less noise artifacts and accurate physical position. Next, it will be applied to 2D configuration composed by an array in emission and an array in reception with real acoustic signal.
